
 Planning Committee April 2016 Policy Update  

Local Plan  

The Local Plan Working Group met on 19th April to consider officer level 
responses to the representations received during the “preferred 
directions,” consultation contained in the consultation report.  Officers will 
up date members verbally of the outcome of the meeting.   

Officers are progressing with the review of the settlement boundaries for the 
rural villages and with the selection of preferred sites for allocation in the local 
service centres and market towns.  The intention is to carry out further 
consultation on these points later this year following agreement by Members.  

Weight to attribute to the Emerging Local Plan Policies 

Paragraph 216 of the National Planning Policy Framework, (NPPF), states 
that decision-takers may also give weight, (unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise), to relevant policies in emerging plans according to their 
stage of preparation, the extent to which there are unresolved objections to 
relevant policies, and their degree of consistency with policies in the National 
Planning Policy Framework.    

The emerging Local Plan is considered to be at an early stage of preparation 
given that the previous consultation under regulation 18 of the Town and 
Country, (Local Plan) ;(England), Regulations 2012 was undertaken during 
January & February this year.  We are still working to understand the 
representations / objections received.  The next version of the plan will be the 
publication regulation 19 version; this document will be formulated taking 
account of the comments received.  Following consultation this future version 
will be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate for examination and as such the 
policies contained within could be attributed more weight in decision taking 
subject to representations received. It is anticipated that the regulation 19 
document will be published for consultation in the summer/autumn this year.   

Evidence Base 

In terms of on-going evidence base studies: 

The consultant working on the Dereham Transport Study has provided a draft 
report on the stage one assessment which triggers the requirement for 
further work ,(stages two & three). Stages two & three will add more detail 
to the assumptions in stage one, re-run the models as well as 
identifying and costing suitable mitigation options.  Work continues.  

The Water Cycle Study and Strategic Flood Risk Assessment are progressing 
and are expected for sign off in April.  This will allow us to incorporate 
the findings in to the next consultation version of the emerging plan. 
Officers will up date members verbally of progress.   



Work continues on the Habitats Regulation Assessment and the Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan (IDP) Position Statement.  With the final version anticipated 
in May.   

Work on the Plan Wide Viability Study is continuing a Developer forum was 
held on 29 February 2016.  As a follow up to this the draft work to date 
was sent out to those developers unable to attend on the day for 
comment. The consultants will continue their work with the aim of 
completing the study in May.   

Neighbourhood Plans 

Officers have provided informal advice for Attleborough neighbourhood 
planning group on the draft version of their Regulation 14 Neighbourhood 
Plan ahead of any formal consultation.   

Yaxham neighbourhood planning group has resubmitted their “Pre” Pre‐
submission Consultation Plan,” for further feedback from officers ahead 
of formal consultation. Officers have also has a meeting with the group to 
discuss comments.   

Croxton, Brettenham & Kilverstone neighbourhood planning group have 
submitted a Sustainability Appraisal screening opinion to the Council which is 
now being considered and has been sent to statutory consultees for 
comment.   


